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These genes were spotted on custom microarrays, along with 288 genes identified through subtraction cloning from TGF-␤-stimulated endothelial cells. Arrays were evaluated with RNA samples representing endothelial cells cultured from four vascular sources and five non-endothelial cell types. These studies identified 64 pan-endothelial markers that were differentially expressed with at least a threefold difference (range 3-to 55-fold). In addition, differences in gene expression profiles among endothelial cells from different vascular beds were identified. Validation of these findings was performed by RNA blot expression studies, and a number of the novel genes were shown to be expressed under angiogenic conditions in the developing mouse embryo. The combined tools of database mining and transcriptional profiling thus provide expanded knowledge of endothelial cell gene expression and endothelial cell biology. transcriptional profiling; vascular; expression database; cell specificity; angiogenesis IN ADDITION TO SERVING A BROAD range of physiological functions, the endothelial cell is widely appreciated to have a central role in the development of vascular disease. There has been a longstanding interest in endothelial cell-specific gene expression, to identify specific pathways for therapeutic targeting in this cell type. Primarily, genes specifically expressed in endothelial cells have been identified through molecular cloning of molecules that mediate vascular wall-specific processes. Endothelial genes identified in this fashion include platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule, vascular endothelial cell adhesion molecule, and endothelin-1, among others. In addition, a small number of directed efforts have sought to expand the repertoire of endothelial cell genes through directed cloning efforts, employing differential display and other molecular methods (18, 37) . At least one effort has employed the publicly available gene expression databases to identify endothelial genes (19) . Unfortunately, such databases are biased, depending on the cell types chosen for study and the depth to which the libraries were sequenced.
The development of high-throughput transcriptional profiling employing microarray technology has dramatically expanded the ability to characterize patterns of gene expression in isolated cells and normal and diseased tissues. Originally applied to basic questions regarding metabolic pathways in model organisms such as yeast, there is now widespread use of the technology to answer a broad range of biological questions. Arrays have been employed to develop molecular classifications of lymphoid tumors and melanoma, to link metastasis of breast cancer to gene expression, and to provide new clues to the molecular basis of glioblastoma and melanoma (6, 24, 30, 32, 34, 39) . Additional imaginative uses of microarrays include the study of downstream targets of developmental transcription factors and the genetic basis of circadian rhythms (25, 31, 36) . Transcriptional profiling with microarrays provides a novel approach to characterizArticle published online before print. See web site for date of publication (http://physiolgenomics.physiology.org).
ing cell-specific gene expression and could be employed to identify endothelial cell-specific genes. Indeed, microarray methodology has already been employed to identify genes in endothelial cells that are responsive to cytokines and physical forces or activated in the context of in vitro morphogenesis models (1, 3, 8, 9, 12, 13, 21, (26) (27) (28) (40) (41) (42) (43) .
As a method to identify minimally characterized genes that are selectively expressed by endothelial cells, we have coupled cloning-based gene expression databases that are available to the public with the high-throughput capability of microarrays. Using bioinformatics tools and queries designed to screen for those genes with the highest level of differential expression, we have identified 384 genes. These genes, along with 288 TGF-␤-responsive genes, were placed on a custom-spotted cDNA microarray and probed with RNA samples derived from endothelial and non-endothelial cells. It was possible to identify over 64 clones that were differentially expressed in endothelial cells, with a number of these being novel expressed sequence tags (ESTs) or putative expressed sequences deduced from the human genome. Interestingly, the cultured cells from different vascular beds were found to exhibit specific patterns of gene expression, likely reflecting differences in their gene expression in vivo. Thus these studies define a panel of unique endothelial genes and identify putative new vascular bed restricted markers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC), human aortic endothelial cells (HAEC), human coronary artery endothelial cells (HCAEC), human lung microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC), human aortic smooth muscle cells (HASMC), human mammary epithelial cells (HMEC), normal human astrocytes (NHA), and normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHK) were primary cultured cells obtained from Clonetics (San Diego, CA). All primary human cells were from single donors ages 33 to 54 yr, except NHA (donor 18 wk), HASMC and pulmonary HMVEC (donor 3 yr), and HUVEC (donated at birth). HCAEC and HAEC were from male donors, other cells were from females, or the gender of the source was not known. Cryopreserved primary cells were received at the following passages: HCAEC passage 3, HAEC passage 3, HUVEC passage 1, HMVEC passage 4, HASMC passage 3, HMEC passage 7, NHK passage 1, and NHA passage 2. For consistency, each cell type was cultured for two more passages after they were received prior to RNA isolation. Therefore, RNA was obtained from endothelial cells that were passaged no more than six times from the original culture. HepG2 (human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line) cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). All four endothelial cell types were plated on 100-mm culture dishes precoated with 2% gelatin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and cultured in M199 containing 15% FBS (HyClone, Logan, UT), endothelial cell growth supplement (20 g/ml, Sigma), heparin (20 U/ml, Sigma), glutamine, and penicillin. HASMC were cultured in smooth muscle cell basal medium (modified MCDB 131, Clonetics) and the following growth supplements: 0.5 ng/ml hEGF, 5 g/ml insulin, 2 ng/ml hFGF-B, 5% FBS, and Clonetics GA-1000 (gentamycin, amphotericin B) at 1:100. NHA were cultured in Astrocyte basal medium (CCMD 190, Clonetics) and the following growth supplements: 20 ng/ml hEGF, 25 g/ml insulin, 25 ng/ml progesterone, 50 ng/ml transferrin, Clonetics GA-1000 at 1:100, and 5% FBS. NHK were cultured in keratinocyte basal medium-2 (CCMD 151, Clonetics) and the following growth supplements: 0.03 mg/ml bovine pituitary extract, 0.1 ng/ml hEGF, 5 g/ml insulin, 0.5 g/ml hydrocortisone, 0.05 mg/ml transferrin, Clonetics GA-1000 at 1:100, and 5% FBS. HMEC were cultured in mammary epithelial cell basal medium (modified MCDB 170, Clonetics) and the following growth supplements: 52 ng/ml bovine pituitary extract (BPE), 10 ng/ml hEGF, 0.5 ng/ml hydrocortisone, 5 ng/ml insulin, GA-1000 at 1:100, and 5% FBS. HepG2 were cultured in minimum essential medium (Eagle's) with 2 mM L-glutamine and Earle's BSS adjusted to contain 1.5 g/l sodium bicarbonate, 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids, 1.0 mM sodium pyruvate, and 10% FBS.
RNA isolation. RNA was isolated from cells employing a combination of Trizol (Life Technologies, Rockville, MD) and RNeasy columns (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) techniques. Briefly, media was removed, and 2 ml Trizol was used per 3 ϫ 10 6 cells. Cells were sheared through a 21-gauge needle, this solution was extracted with chloroform, and the supernatant was mixed with 500 l of 70% ethanol for every milliliter Trizol used. This mixture was then loaded and eluted from an RNeasy column for further purification. RNA quality and concentration were evaluated by gel visualization and spectrophotometric analysis.
Database screening methodology. Top "endothelial-enriched" candidate genes were compiled from the UniGene, Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE), and BodyMap libraries as follows.
Using the "library differential display" feature of UniGene (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene/ddd.cgi?ORG‫؍‬ Hs), we generated a list of the top 100 genes representing those differentially expressed between endothelial cell lines (pool A) and all nonvascular cell lines (pool B). A metric was developed termed the score; score ϭ pool A/(pool B ϩ 0.00001), with the "0.00001" factor added to prevent division by zero and to compensate for undue inflation of the score that division by a small fraction would create. The genes were then sorted by the highest score, with all genes already identified with a UniGene ID. Only those genes with a score greater than 10.4 were used in the final compilation of genes (a total of 29 genes).
The SAGE database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ SAGE/sagexpsetup.cgi) was queried as follows. The xProfiler tool of SAGE was used to generate two pools of cell lines to perform a virtual subtraction between endothelial and all non-endothelial cell types. In pool A, only HMVEC and HMVECϩVEGF cell lines were selected. Pool B was derived from all libraries that represented non-endothelial cell lines. No tissue libraries were included in the analysis, as they were likely to contain significant numbers of microvascular endothelial cells. The subtraction was performed with a factor difference of 2.0 and coefficients of variance cutoffs of 0%. From this, a list of 65,505 SAGE tags was generated and downloaded, along with the number of "hits" in pool A and pool B. This list was then resorted based upon the highest ratio of pool A to pool B (with zero hits in pool B changed to 0.9 to prevent division by zero). A score metric was devised whereby the score ϭ group A/group B, and all genes were then sorted by this value. In some instances, a gene with a high score was only identified by the SAGE tag, without information on the UniGene ID or gene name. In such cases, a search using the SAGE tag to gene mapper (http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/index.cgi?cmd‫؍‬tagsearch) was performed to identify the likely gene or EST represented by the tag. Genes with a score of 2.2222 or greater constituted an initial compilation of genes (a total of 368 genes). However, of these 368, no reliable matches for a UniGene cluster were found based on the SAGE tag information for 112, leaving 256 to be included in the final compilation.
Putative endothelial genes were also identified from the BodyMap gene expression database (http://bodymap.ims. u-tokyo.ac.jp/) (16, 22) . The Gene Ranking System was utilized to select for genes preferentially expressed in the intima layer of the human aorta. This generated a list of 200 genes along with the number of times each gene was found to be present in aortic intima vs. other tissues [score ϭ no. intima aorta/(total Ϫ intima aorta ϩ 0.0001)], and the genes were ranked based upon the highest ratio. After the genes were sorted by this score, a UniGene number was found for the top 188 genes, when possible, based on either the gene name, gene sequence, or some combination thereof. Of these 188 genes, no significant matches were found for only 10 genes, leaving 178 BodyMap genes used in the final compilation.
The top genes from each virtual subtraction were compiled (178 from BodyMap, 29 from UniGene, and 256 from SAGE for a total of 463 genes). Two of these 463 genes were later found to best match genes from the mouse and rat and were therefore excluded. Of these 461 genes, 384 genes (UniGene numbers) were ordered from Research Genetics.
Cloning by suppression subtractive hybridization. HAEC (passage 5) were serum starved for 24 h without ECGS or heparin, then treated with 3 ng/ml human recombinant TGF-␤1 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN), and harvested at 30-min, 5-h, and 24-h intervals. RNAs isolated from these harvested cells were pooled. A PCR-based cDNA subtraction and normalization methodology was employed using reagents supplied in the PCR Select cDNA Subtraction kit (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) to identify genes preferentially expressed in TGF-␤-stimulated endothelial cells (10) . Tester DNA was derived from 2 g of TGF-␤-stimulated HUVEC poly(A) ϩ RNA, and driver DNA was derived from 2 g of poly(A) ϩ RNA from growth-arrested HUVEC. The reverse subtraction was performed by reversing the tester and driver. Subtraction hybridization was performed according to the manufacturer's instructions, and the 288 products of secondary PCR were cloned into plasmid vectors and evaluated by nucleotide sequence analysis. Clones were identified by employing the DNA sequence in automated BLAST searches of the NCBI nucleotide databases.
Microarray construction and hybridization. For cDNA probe preparation, the 384 virtual subtraction and 288 subtraction hybridization clones were amplified by PCR employing flanking sequences of cloning vectors, according to standard methodology. Five microliters of PCR reaction were visualized on 1% agarose gels for quality determination, and PCR was repeated and optimized until all clones gave a single band. PCR reactions were purified on a Qiagen BioRobot 3000. In addition, the 288 subtraction hybridization clones were PCR amplified and purified by both Microcon-96 filtrate (Millipore, Bedford, MA) and ArrayIt kits (TeleChem International, Sunnyvale, CA). There were not appreciable differences in microarray results from PCR products purified by the different methods; however, results are reported separately for the three different preps such that there are 1,248 probes representing 672 clones. DNA microarrays were printed on glass slides employing Agilent's SurePrint inkjet technology (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA). The microarrays contain 6 repeat features for each of the 1,248 probes. For a description of the performance features of Agilent's deposition cDNA microarrays with respect to uniformity, sensitivity, precision, and accuracy in gene expression profiling assays, see (http://www.chem.agilent.com/ scripts/LiteraturePDF.asp?iWHID‫.) 76672؍‬ Sample labeling and hybridization to the arrays was performed as follows. Ten micrograms of total RNA from cultured cells was reverse-transcribed in the presence of 400 U Superscript II RNase H Ϫ reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), 25 M dCTP and 100 M each dATP, dTTP, and dGTP, 25 M Cy3-or Cy5-dCTP (NEN Life Science, Boston, MA), 4 M 5Ј-T16N-2Ј DNA primer, and 27 U of RNase inhibitor (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ). The labeling was carried out at 42°C for 1 h. After degradation of unlabeled RNA by RNase I, labeled cDNAs were purified with a Qiagen PCR cleanup kit. Microarray hybridization was performed at 65°C overnight in 25 l of hybridization solution containing Agilent's deposition hybridization buffer, 5 U of PolydA (Amersham), 5 g of yeast tRNA (Sigma), 10 g of human CotI DNA (Invitrogen), and Cy3-and Cy5-prelabeled HCV deposition control targets (Qiagen Operon, Valencia, CA). At the end of hybridization, microarrays were first washed in 0.5ϫ SSC/0.01% SDS for 5 min at room temperature, then washed in 0.06ϫ SSC wash buffer for 10 min. Finally, microarrays were dried by centrifugation. At least two separate cultures of each cell type were employed for RNA preparation and hybridization. HUVEC RNA served as a common reference for all of these experiments. At least four hybridizations were performed for each cell type, and dye reversals were conducted for all cell type measurements.
Scanning, background subtraction, and normalization of array data. The microarrays were scanned on an Agilent model G2565AA microarray scanner system, and the images were quantified using Agilent G2567AA Feature Extraction software version A.5.0.92. Background subtraction and normalization methods not included in the commercial software were applied for this data set. For background subtraction, the array was divided into 30 localized regions, and for each region the average of the weakest 5% of features was subtracted from the raw signal for each feature. Given that the microarrays used in this study were designed to be highly enriched for genes known to be expressed in endothelial cells, standard two-color DNA microarray normalization methods that rely on the assumption that the distributions of signals for both the samples in the red and green channels were not considered appropriate. As the endothelial cell types tended to have higher expression for most of the probes compared with the non-endothelial cell types, we expected the samples to have overall biases of up-and downregulation of genes. For this reason, a set of normalization probes was selected that appeared least regulated across the set of all arrays in the study. We employed an approach similar to one used by Schadt et al. (35) for normalization between pairs of singlecolor microarrays. Those investigators used features that were members of two-dimensional longest order-preserving sequences (LOPS) to normalize all features on an array. In our approach, each probe was scored by the length of the 2N-dimensional LOPS of which it was a member. Probes within these longest, or almost longest, order-preserving sequences tend to be the most "housekeeping-like," since their rankings within each sample are highly conserved across all of the samples. Once the probes were scored, the 174 least regulated probes, corresponding to 1,044 features (6 replicate features per probe) on each array, were used for normalization. The normalization probe signals were fitted to a straight line in log(red signal) vs. log(green signal) space, and these fit parameters were applied to calculate normalized signals for all features. Saturated, non-uniform, and http://physiolgenomics.physiology.org/ population-outlier features were omitted from the normalization sets on an array-by-array basis. Signals from the six replicate features for each probe were combined by averaging normalized feature signals, while eliminating bad or outlier features.
Data analysis. Several statistical methods were employed to identify those genes that were likely to be differentially expressed in the cell types under consideration. In particular, we used significance analysis of microarrays (SAM; X-Mine, Brisbane, CA) as well as parametric and nonparametric methods developed at Agilent Laboratories.
SAM is a widely used variant of permutation analysis developed specifically for microarrays. The algorithm employs replicate experiments to develop a measure of variance that is used to test whether observed differences in gene expression, in two cell-type partitions, are likely to be real (http://www-stat.stanford.edu/ϳtibs/SAM/) (38) . The SAM algorithm employed was executed by the SAM Isolator program (X-Mine). SAM also computes the false detection rate (FDR) for any set of genes defined by how sharply they individually separate two cell type classes. The FDR calculation uses a pseudo-random permutation process, and the actual numbers assume sample independence. While this assumption is valid when two homogenous classes are considered, it is not easily justified when different numbers of replicates represent different subclasses. The ranking of genes using SAM is, however, valid and this analysis yields strong results in two-way classifications such as in Fig. 1 .
Parametric and nonparametric (distribution free) scoring methods developed at Agilent Laboratories (http://www. labs.agilent.com/resources/techreports.html) were also used to identify differentially expressed genes and to assess the significance of the observed differences. Some of these methods are applicable for data with more than two classes, as described below. Parametric methods assume a certain distribution for expression values of every gene within each given class (e.g., cell type) and then score genes according to how separate the class-specific distributions are. The parametric method employed here was the Gaussian error score (discussed below). Distribution free scores, in contrast, are not based on parametric assumptions. The KolmogorovSmirnov score and the Wilcoxon rank-sum test are classic examples (7, 17) . The use of nonparametric scores for microarray data analysis has been described (4, 5) . The threshold-number-of-misclassifications (TNoM) score was applied to the current data. The exact P values for the TNoM score can be computed using combinatorial approaches with the underlying assumption of independence of samples within one class (5). This assumption is not valid for the set of experiments we consider here since we include replicate experiments for the same cell type.
The Gaussian error score (GER) is applicable in the general multi-class case (such as the comparison of HAEC vs. HCAEC vs. HMVEC), where we seek genes that separate all classes from each other. In Fig. 2B the expression patterns of single genes are shown for the replicate experiments with HAEC (red), HCAEC (green), and HMVEC (blue). For each cell type a Gaussian curve (shown in Figs. 1-5 with the respective class color) is fit to the data. Intuitively, the more separate the three distributions are, the more relevant the gene to the distinction between the different cell types. To formalize this intuition we compute, for each sample, t, of class (cell type) ⌫(t) its error score,
where eg(t) is the expression level of the gene g in sample t, p( ⅐ Խ,) is the Gaussian density with parameters and , and p(⌫) is the prior probability of the class ⌫ . The Gaussian error score (GER) of g is then defined by
One disadvantage of parametric scores is their sensitivity to the effects of outliers. Very large or small ratio values can push the distributions apart and yield a score much better than reality supports. Another disadvantage is that parametric scores are usually based on homogeneous distributions within classes. This is not the case in some of these analyses, e.g., comparison of endothelial to non-endothelial cells as in Fig. 1 . Northern blot and in situ hybridization. For each of the nine different cell types, 10 g of total RNA was electrophoresed on a 1% formaldehyde agarose gels and transferred onto nylon membranes. The RNA was immobilized on the membranes by baking at 80°C for 1 h. Full-length inserts were cut from EST plasmids and radiolabeled with [ 32 P]dCTP by random priming and used as probes for Northern blots. Insert sizes were as follows: AW770514, 1.1 kb; AA256482, 0.69 kb; CD31, 1.5 kb; AI261621, 1.0 kb; AI422298, 0.92 kb; AA428201, 1.58 kb; and multimerin, 0.79 kb. Blots were hybridized at 42°C for 16 h in the presence of 48% formamide and 10% dextran sulfate. After hybridization, the membranes were washed at high-stringency conditions, 65°C with 0.2ϫ SSC buffer and 0.5% SDS. Visualization was achieved by exposure to Kodak Biomax MS film (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY).
For mouse embryo in situ hybridization, mouse orthologs of the putative endothelial restricted ESTs were identified through HomoloGene, or through identification of mouse genes by BLAST searches (NCBI) that gave reciprocal best hits, and corresponding IMAGE clones were obtained from Research Genetics. Orthologs were identified as follows: AA4 (mouse AA145088), EST AW772163 (mouse BG172926), and EST W81545 (mouse AA797701). The whole mount in situ preparations of mouse embryo at embryonic day 8.5 (E8.5) and E9.5 were done according to Henrique et al. (14) . Briefly, digoxigenin-labeled probes were transcribed from linearized cDNA template and applied to embryos digested with proteinase K. Then embryos were incubated with BM purple substrate and images were taken with a CCD digital camera.
RESULTS
Database mining, array construction, and hybridization. Three publicly available gene expression databases were identified and used for this analysis: SAGE (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SAGE/index.cgi? cmd‫؍‬expsetup), UniGene (http://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/UniGene/ddd.cgi?ORG‫؍‬Hs), and BodyMap (http://bodymap.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp/human/gene_ ranking.php). A metric was employed with each database to identify those SAGE tags that were sequenced in endothelial cell libraries and not in other cell type libraries. UniGene IDs were recorded for each gene identified, or obtained by searching the appropriate database for assignment of a UniGene number. At UniGene, it was possible to employ the "library differential display" feature, and to identify 29 genes that were differentially expressed in cultured endothelial cells. The SAGE site had information from HMVEC hybridizations with non-endothelial cell RNAs, to a microarray was constructed with endothelial cell genes identified in expression databases and cloned from TGF-␤-stimulated endothelial cells. Significance analysis of microarrays (SAM) was employed to identify those genes expressed at a significantly higher level across the different endothelial cell types, compared with the non-endothelial cells (38) . The analysis shown was associated with a false detection rate (FDR) of 0.0, making it unlikely that any of the 64 genes were falsely identified. A: heat map is organized with individual hybridizations arranged along the x-axis, with relative ratios of expression (cellular RNA compared with HUVEC reference) indicated by color. The order of the genes reflects decreasing SAM score, or d statistic value. Color intensity is scaled within each row, so that the highest expression corresponds to bright yellow, and the lowest expression corresponds to bright blue. B: a Gaussian error model was also used for classification, and the separation of signals between different cell types is shown for three representative genes. In each graph the x-axis represents log (red/green ratios). The colored crosses indicate actual data of the respective classes, and the curves represent best Gaussian fits to the actual data. The threshold indicated represents the intersection of the two curves, and the highlighted region is the Bayesean probability of error when using the curves for classification into the two depicted classes. We complemented our in silico approach to identify potential endothelial enriched clones by performing subtraction suppression hybridization on endothelial cells stimulated with TGF-␤, a known modulator of angiogenic vascular formation (29) . From this library, 288 TGF-␤-regulated endothelial cell genes were isolated and sequenced, identified through sequence database searches, and included in the construction of the custom spotted cDNA array. Accession numbers for these clones, as well as the virtual subtraction clones are available at http://quertermous.stanford.edu.
Genes identified through database mining and subtraction cloning were spotted on treated glass slides with inkjet printer methodology. Experiments described here involved hybridizations to microarrays derived from two separate printings. Hybridization to these arrays with 10 g total RNA gave consistent and reproducible results between arrays. At least four hybridizations were performed with at least two RNA samples, and dye reversal experiments were performed for every RNA, providing reproducibility data. Primary cultured human endothelial cells derived from the umbilical vein (HUVEC), coronary artery (HCAEC), aorta (HAEC), and pulmonary microcirculation (HMVEC) were employed as models of endothelial cell lineage. Primary cultured human astrocytes (NHA), keratinocytes (NHK), mammary epithelial cells (HMEC), and aortic smooth muscle cells (HASMC), as well as the HepG2 hepatic cell tumor line, were employed as models of non-endothelial cell lineage.
Identification of endothelial cell enriched genes. To identify genes that might serve as markers consistently expressed by endothelial cells in different size vessels in various tissues, RNA samples isolated from all of the cultured cell types were hybridized to the arrays, and the resulting data were evaluated with a number of different analytical tools. One method employed for data analysis was the statistical analysis of microarrays (SAM), which rigorously scores differences in gene expression through consideration of the variance exhibited by each gene on the array (38) . To provide rigid criteria for endothelial cell enriched expression, the FDR was set to 0.0, minimizing the detection of insignificant differences in gene expression (38) . The results of this analysis are presented in graphical format in the form of a heat map (Fig. 1) as well as numerical format (Table 1) . A heat map is a graphical representation of relative gene expression using two colors to depict up-or downregulation of individual genes. In the heat maps presented here, yellow represents high log ratios of relative expression, and blue represents low relative expression levels. Color intensity is scaled within each row, so that the highest expression corresponds to bright yellow, and the lowest expression corresponds to bright blue.
The 64 genes that were thus identified included well-characterized endothelial markers such as CD31, VE cadherin, multimerin, the KDR vascular endothelial cell receptor, and von Willebrand factor (Fig. 1,  Table 1 ). These genes showed a relative expression between endothelial cells and non-endothelial cells that varied between 55-fold and 5-fold. Additional genes known to be preferentially expressed in endothelial cells were also identified, including endothelial differentiation sphingolipid G-protein coupled receptor (EDG-1), melanoma adhesion receptor (MCAM), endothelin-1, ICAM2, protein C receptor, thymosin-␤4, and plasminogen activator inhibitor type I. The detection of these transcripts validated the methodology employed.
Interestingly, a number of genes that have been characterized in the context of other tissues and cell types were identified, including netrin-4 precursor, cAMPdependent protein kinase, bone morphogenetic protein 6, manic fringe, matrix gla protein, and hedgehog interacting protein. While clearly not specific for endothelial cells in vivo, these genes did show higher levels of expression in the endothelial lineage (10-to 5-fold), suggesting some requirement for their biological function in this cell type.
Previously uncharacterized genes that shared some sequence similarity with known genes were identified, including ESTs similar to fibulin and Ras. Among the most differentially expressed genes were a large group that had been characterized only as ESTs with no specific annotation, and included AA410298, AA256482, AI261621, and AI422298. During the course of this work, AA410298 has been noted to contain a hypothetical zinc finger domain, AI261621 was assigned to the phospholipid scramblase 4 UniGene cluster, and AA256482 was noted to have significant homology to SHB (Src homology 2 domain containing adaptor protein B). Interestingly, a greater percentage of clones identified through SAM analysis as showing endothelial cell preferential expression came from the database mining gene set as opposed to the genes identified through subtraction cloning of TGF-␤-responsive transcripts. Also of note, this statistical analysis did not find genes that were consistently expressed at lower levels by endothelial cells compared with nonendothelial cells. In some cases, individual genes were represented more than once on the microarray due to redundancy between the gene sets, and the corresponding features were handled independently in the data analysis. For this reason, they appear multiple times on the heat map.
These data were also evaluated with a Gaussian error model (GER), which employs the overlap between Gaussian curves as a ranking function, and an analogous gene list was generated through this approach ( Table 1 ). The separation of signals between the different endothelial and non-endothelial cells is shown for the well-known endothelial enriched marker CD31, as well as two novel ESTs identified through this work (Fig. 1B) . A comparison of results obtained with SAM, the GER, and the TNoM score is presented in the Table  1 (see METHODS) .
Identification of vascular bed-selective genes. Considerable attention has been paid to differences in gene expression exhibited by endothelial cells depending on their association with different sizes and types of vessels as well as their tissues of origin (2) . To investigate this issue with this dataset, analyses were conducted to identify differences in gene expression between the HAEC, HCAEC, and the HMVEC (Fig. 2) . Analysis methods included the GER model for two-and multiway comparisons, and SAM for two-way comparisons. Differentially expressed genes among the different endothelial cell types included thrombomodulin, aldoketo reductase family member 3, Ras association domain family 2, and matrix metalloproteinase 10, as Significance analysis of microarrays (SAM) identified 64 genes with significantly higher expression in endothelial cells (four types) versus non-endothelial cells (5 types) with a false detection rate of 0.0. The genes are ranked by SAM score, and the expected SAM score (SAM Expected) is shown for comparison. The SAM score is a t statistic with the denominator modified by the addition of a small positive constant to ensure independence of variance and gene expression level (variance is high at low expression levels). Expected SAM scores represent the "null distribution" in this data set. After random permutation of values between groups within each gene, SAM scores are ranked across the data set, and the process is repeated several hundred times. The "expected" score for each gene is then the average SAM score across the permutations for its rank position in the actual analysis (38) . Fold difference was calculated as the difference between average log ratio expression in one class and log ratio expression in the other class. For this computation, average expression was the mean value calculated after excluding the lower 25% and the top 25% of values. The Gaussian error (GER) rank is the relative position of the gene when all genes are ordered on the basis of the GER score, which is calculated on the basis of overlap between Gaussian curves (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). The threshold number of misclassifications (TnoM) is a nonparametric score representing how well a gene separates two sample classes (5) . TNoM counts the minimal number of errors committed by using a threshold on the expression values for this separation.
well as a number of ESTs and hypothetical proteins deduced from the human genome sequence. When the analyses were focused still further, a large number of markers were identified that distinguished between the two types of large vessel endothelial cells, the HAEC and the HCAEC (Fig. 3A) . Representative genes expressed at higher levels in HAEC included those encoding factors involved in coagulation, including multimerin, thrombospondin, tissue factor pathway inhibitor, and von Willebrand factor. Representative genes expressed at higher levels in HCAEC included the chemokine mononuclear cell attractant cytokine (MCP-1) and the endothelial cell-selective protein kinase A scaffold protein gravin. There were differences in gene expression for extracellular matrix factors, including the basement membrane protein collagen type IV ␣2, and the matrix gla protein that regulates calcification of matrix.
Since microvascular endothelial cells have markedly different functions from those lining conduit vessels, the specific expression profile of this cell type was investigated. When microvascular cells were compared with all other endothelial cell types, employing the GER model and SAM, several hundred genes were found to be preferentially expressed in HMVEC, and ϳ30 such genes are shown in the heat map in Fig. 3B . Examination of this set of genes provided insight into the unique functions of the microvasculature. For example, selective expression of the vascular endothelial cell growth factor receptor KDR was detected by SAM in HMVEC (data not shown). This result was consistent with known physiology, since the angiogenic pro- Fig. 3 . Identification of genes that can distinguish between HCAEC and HAEC and genes that can distinguish HMVEC from other endothelial cell types. A: a portion of the genes found to be preferentially expressed in HAEC (bottom) and HCAEC (top), employing the Gaussian error model. The gene name "No hits found" was given to genes that did not match any known sequences in the publicly available databases. B: genes were identified that were preferentially expressed at higher levels (bottom) and lower levels (top) in HMVEC compared with other endothelial cell types. The Gaussian error model was employed for this analysis.
gram activated by this receptor is mediated at the level of the microcirculation. Differences in expression of factors that mediate cytoplasmic signaling pathways were also evident, and included PAK2 and cdc42 effector protein 3. Many of the known genes identified through this analysis encode proteins that have not been studied in the context of endothelial cell biology and those genes found to be more highly expressed in HMVEC included LIM binding domain 2, glia maturation factor-␥, thioredoxin reductase, integrin ␣6-subunit, and pre-B cell colony-enhancing factor. A small number of genes were expressed at lower levels in HMVEC compared with all other endothelial cell types, and these included matrix metalloproteinase 2, matrix gla protein, and thrombospondin (Fig. 3B) .
RNA blot and in situ hybridization studies. To validate the microarray methodology and confirm the data analysis, a number of RNA blot experiments were conducted. ESTs AW770514, AA256482, AI261621, AI422298, and AA428201 were chosen because of their relative endothelial cell enriched expression, as well as positive controls CD31 and multimerin (Fig. 4A ). Comparison was made between the Northern blot data, and the quantitative information provided by the array experiments as presented by heat map (Fig. 1 ) and visualized with Gaussian curves (Fig. 4B) . Each of the ESTs was found to be primarily endothelial cell enriched, with no detectable expression in the non-endothelial cell lanes. Notable exceptions were AI261621 and AA428201, which showed significant hybridization to the HASMC RNA sample. Even after correcting for differences in RNA loading between the lanes, differences in hybridization signal were observed between the different endothelial cell types for some genes. Multimerin to a great extent and CD31 to a lesser extent showed more hybridization to the HAEC RNA sample. The EST AI422298 showed a single band with greater hybridization to the HAEC, and AW770514 had two specific bands with both showing somewhat greater hybridization to the HAEC RNA. EST AI261621 showed less hybridization to HUVEC RNA than the other genes. These differences correlated with the data obtained by microarray (see, for example, Fig.  3A ). The separation of signals between the HAEC and HCAEC cell types is shown with Gaussian distribution curves for four of the genes evaluated by Northern blot (Fig. 4B) .
To evaluate in vivo expression of ESTs identified as endothelial cell enriched, in situ hybridization was performed with staged mouse embryos to determine whether these genes might be expressed in early stages of angiogenic blood vessel development (Fig. 5) . Of the 10 genes studied, five exhibited unique embryonic endothelial cell expression patterns. The patterns varied from expression in all endothelial cells, as observed for one of the ESTs that was determined to represent the AA4 gene (Fig. 5A) , to expression in a restricted group of endothelial cells (20) . For instance, the mouse ortholog of human EST AW772163 revealed expression restricted to the vitelline veins and aorta but also showed a temporal expression pattern in the somites (Fig. 5B) . The mouse ortholog of human EST W81545 revealed highly restricted expression in the developing blood vessels in the brain and the yolk sac (Fig. 5C ).
DISCUSSION
Although considerable attention has been paid to the concept of "endothelial cell-specific" gene expression, in fact virtually all of the genes that have been characterized in this regard exhibit expression in at least several additional cell types. The CD31 gene is considered to be one of the most specific for the endothelial cell; however, it is well known to be expressed by monocytes and a number of other leukocyte cell populations. Although the concept is flawed, the recognition that certain genes which are preferentially expressed by the endothelial cell lineage may have unique and important functional roles in this cell has led to significant findings. This has been most striking for genes that were cloned and shown to have important roles in embryonic vascular development. For instance, receptor tyrosine kinases such as tek/tie-1 and tie-2 and their ligands the angiopoietins have provided important new insights into the basic biology of blood vessel assembly (11) . The recently described endothelial cell lipase gene, LIPG, serves as an example of a gene identified through efforts aimed at endothelial cell gene cloning (15, 33) . Characterization of the lipid metabolism enzyme encoded by this gene has significantly expanded our understanding of the role of the vascular wall in lipid metabolism and suggests novel pathways for atherosclerotic disease development.
Through experiments reported here we have sought to expand the repertoire of genes that are specifically or preferentially expressed in the endothelial cell. Several known endothelial marker genes were shown to be exclusively expressed in the cultured cells, including CD31, von Willebrand factor, VE cadherin, multimerin, and ESM-1, confirming that endothelial markers in vitro are likely to have in vivo relevance. A total of 64 clones were found to be differentially expressed in endothelial cells with at least a threefold difference (range 3-55). Forty-four of these came from the "virtual subtraction" clone set, validating the utility of the expression database searching algorithms. A number of these genes were ESTs, representing an uncharacterized group of encoded proteins that likely serve functions that are highly restricted to the vessel wall and are thus of greatest interest. These genes are predicted to have diverse cellular functions, because of their conserved protein motifs. For instance, the Src homology 2 (SH2) domain (EST AA256482) is predicted to mediate cytoplasmic signaling functions, and EGF and lectin C-type domains are predicted to mediate protein-protein interactions such as ligand receptor binding (EST AW770514). Genes that are not specific for endothelial cells, but preferentially expressed in the endothelial cell with a greater than threefold higher level of expression, are also interesting since they provide insights into a number of biological processes that are potentially important for this vascular cell type.
Interestingly, a number of genes were identified that have been characterized in different settings to have fundamental roles in the development or function of other tissues but have not been previously linked to the endothelial cell. In some cases, important reagents have been developed, and there have been extensive studies elucidating the basic cellular functions of the encoded factors. If these genes are shown to be ex- Fig. 4 . Northern blot validation of endothelial cell-specific gene expression. A: endothelial and non-endothelial RNAs were evaluated by RNA blot studies employing radiolabeled probes for five putative endothelial cell-specific ESTs as well as two positive control genes, CD31 and multimerin. ESTs AW770514, AA256482, and AI422298 are highly endothelial restricted, whereas AI261621 and AA428201 show expression in smooth muscle cells as well as endothelial cells. The relative preponderance of the multimerin, AW770514, AA256482, CD31, and AI422298 messages in HAEC confirms the microarray data. B: Gaussian distributions of normalized red/green ratios derived from microarray studies investigating cell-specific expression of genes shown in A.
pressed by endothelial cells in vivo, then available reagents and insights may be rapidly applied to investigate the functional role of these factors in the vessel wall. For instance, the netrin-4 precursor gene was identified through these studies as being preferentially expressed in most cultured endothelial cells. Although this gene has been identified in nervous system cells and epithelial cells, it has not been previously noted to be expressed by endothelial cells. Netrins are secreted proteins that direct axon extension and cell migration during neural development, providing a framework for nervous system wiring. It is an intriguing possibility that endothelial cells may express this netrin family member during vascular formation, linking these two developmental processes characterized by cell migration and cell-cell recognition and communication.
The specific functions of endothelial cells vary, depending on the size and nature of the vascular structure and the tissue where they reside. For instance, endothelial cells in the spleen and other lymphoid tissues express specific addressins that direct lymphoid cell homing. Increased definition of such differentially expressed endothelial cell genes will provide for more complete understanding of the signals that regulate selective endothelial cell expression and the spectrum of phenotypes that this differential gene expression confers. When expression profiles were compared between the endothelial cells isolated from the aorta, coronary artery, and microvascular circulation, there was evidence of significant differences in gene expression. Genes were identified that clearly distinguished between endothelial cells from the three vascular beds, extending our notion of endothelial cell variability. Comparison of gene expression profiles was particularly informative for the comparison of HAEC vs. HCAEC, with a large number of genes showing preferentially higher expression in one or the other cell type. For instance, genes such as von Willebrand factor and multimerin have been considered to be universal endothelial cell markers, but these data suggest that they are preferentially expressed, along with the tissue factor pathway inhibitor and thrombospondin, in aortic endothelial cells. Also, the gene encoding a bone development factor, matrix gla protein, has significantly higher specific expression in aortic endothelial cells, where it may regulate calcification of the vessel wall and thus contribute to vascular disease in individuals with risk factors. Such insights will provide important new experimental directions for investigation of vascular disease. Also, these data further draw into question the concept of "endothelial cell-specific" gene expression, as these data clearly indicate even the most endothelial enriched genes are differentially expressed between different vascular beds.
A large number of genes were expressed at higher levels in the microvascular cells, some of which are likely linked to the functional role of the microvasculature in angiogenesis. For instance, PAK2 and Cdc42 interacting protein are differentially expressed between microvascular cells and other endothelial cell types. These factors, which are part of the Rho/Rac/ Cdc42 pathway, mediate critical links between activation pathways and cytoskeleton and gene expression. Such pathways are critical for cell movement and shape changes that are characteristic features of angiogenesis.
We cannot be certain whether the information derived from this approach is predictive of gene expression patterns in vivo. However, there is reason to believe that those genes identified as pan-endothelial cell markers will show endothelial enriched patterns of expression in vivo. First, a number of well-known genes with highly restricted in vivo endothelial-specific expression were identified with this methodology. Second, a number of novel ESTs identified through this work were shown to be expressed in vivo in a vascular endothelial cell pattern in the developing embryo. Interestingly, these markers were not expressed in all endothelial cells in the embryo but showed different patterns of gene expression, providing surprising new insights regarding the heterogeneity of developing vascular beds. Of course, at later stages of development or in the adult, these genes may show a more generalized endothelial pattern of expression. Also, the novel genes that did not show evidence of endothelial expression in the embryo might show endothelial expression in normal or pathophysiological conditions in the adult. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of these microarray experiments is the identification of putative vascular bed-specific markers. This area of investigation remains one of great interest, as it has been appreciated for some time that endothelial cells from different organs have different functional profiles. Evidence provided here that specific genes are preferentially expressed in endothelial cells from one vascular bed vs. another will require further study, with in vivo techniques such as in situ hybridization.
Previous efforts have employed data mining strategies to identify endothelial cell-specific genes. One group employed xProfiler as we did, along with a direct dbEST recursive BLAST algorithm, and combined these two methods to identify four new ESTs, including one novel gene that was felt to be a member of the roundabout family of factors that regulate neuronal development (19) . Our work validated three of the ESTs that were identified by these investigators, "ESTs-ECSM2" (Hs.30089/AA410298), "ESTs-ECSM3" (Hs.8135/AA150505), and "ESTs (Hs.233955)". Another of their ESTs was found to be expressed by non-endothelial cell types and was not included in our list of endothelial-specific genes. Use of additional expression databases, and the addition of transcriptional profiling as a mechanism to confirm endothelial cell restricted expression, has allowed the identification of a larger and more well-defined group of novel genes. Our approach combining data mining and transcriptional profiling is similar to one employed in the study of neural crest-derived melanocyte gene expression (23) . These investigators used database analysis to identify a set of expressed sequences that were derived primarily from neural crest-melanocyte tissues, with these genes then being employed for microarray construction and expression profiling. Until such time that all genes, or preferably all exons, are available for study on microarrays, it will be advantageous to have comprehensive tissue-appropriate gene sets on microarrays employed for transcriptional profiling.
